Wireline Indicators

Description
Type C Weight Indicator System

For decades this style of weight indicator has been a
favorite for drilling and rigs because of its versatility and
compact out of way placement.
Each weight indictor is shipped Calibrated to three different
line reeving combinations. Each Weight Indicator comes
complete with one set of “Line shoes” that are specific to a
given line size. The Type C is mounted directly onto the
dead line and held in place by a wing nut. The Type C
works on a deflection principle, the tighter the drill line gets
the more force is applied to the mechanical linkages of the
Type C and that in turn converts the deflection of the line
into a shown weight on the Type C. The Type C is routinely
used as the sole weight indicator or merely as a backup on
hundreds of rigs and has proven to be reliable in all types of
conditions.

Features

Large dial face makes reading very easy.
One Dial for all line sizes and reeving.
Weight Indicator has two pointers, one for weight and the other for sensitivity.
Type C mounts to dead line so need for extra hose runs.
Can be used on all line sizes simple by changing Line Shoes.
Available in English, Metric and SI Metric
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Wireline Indicators

Benefits

Ready for immediate use out of the crate. Each system is assembled, calibrated and
tested before shipping.
Type C is shipped with one set of line shoes and calibrated to your line reeving.
Since the Type C is mounted on the dead line it can be placed out of the way and still
be readable.

Specify When Ordering

Dial reading required, English, Metric (kg) or SI Metric (daN)
Number of Lines strung
Size of drilling line
Mast Capacity
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